Stealth Float System

FLT-K##

FLT-004U Universal Input Coupling and Filter Assembly for Stealth Watering System (includes Stealth, Flow-rite and BFS/BWT CPC couplings)

FLT-010 Tee used in Input Couplings for Stealth Watering System (12 Pack)
FLT-020  Replacement Input Filter used in Input Filter Assembly, with collars (6 pack of filters)

FLT-024A  Replacement Male Input Coupling for BFS compatible Stealth Watering System (6 Pack)

FLT-024E  Replacement Male Input Coupling for BFS compatible Stealth Watering System (Blue CPC Couplings) (6 Pack)

FLT-026  Stealth Float Valve - Bulk Pack of 600 Stealth Valves

FLT-027  10 pack Standard Input Coupling and Filter Assembly for Stealth Watering System

FLT-027A  10 pack BFS™ Input Coupling and Filter Assembly for Stealth Watering System
FLT-027E 10 pack BFS™ Input Coupling and Filter Assembly for Stealth Watering System (Blue CPC Couplings)

FLT-030 DIN Vent Adapter for Stealth Valves, (24 pack)

FLT-068 Twist-Lock Male Input Coupling for Stealth Watering Systems (6 pack)

FLT-029 End Plug, Stealth Watering System - 50 pack

FLT-064 Barbed Fitting Adapter for Stealth Float Valves, 24 pack

FLT-070 Adapter for Stealth Watering Systems to Injector Water Supplies and HydroPure Deionizers
FLT-070A  Adapter for Stealth Watering Systems to Injector Water Supplies and HydroPure Deionizers (BFS™ compatible)

FLT-070E  Adapter for Stealth Watering Systems to Injector Water Supplies and HydroPure Deionizers (BWT™ compatible)

FLT-072  ¼” OD Tubing for Push-fit grippers for Stealth & Spider Systems

FLT-093  Tubing Cutter for Speed Tubing (Water Injector Spider & Stealth Watering Systems)

FLT-L1  Stealth Float Valve, Loose

FLT-LD1  Stealth Float Valve, Loose, with Din Adapter

INJ-601  Collar Installation Tool

INJ-608  Collars for Water Injectors & Stealth Systems (25 Pack)